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To critically address the complex network of texts/bodies and other impossible dualisms 
supported by emergent digital/social media art-ifacts I propose that performative methods of 
creative/critical practice offer generative models for exploring these new materialities. Such 
matter(s)—technical, organic, affective, sensory—operate outside traditional modes of 
representation and discourse and circulate within the ubiquitous mixed media realities of the 
contemporary digital media age. As media types and forms entangle within emerging media 
outlets, “lived” human experiences, and other phenomena, understanding the ontological 
boundaries, aesthetics and expressive properties of these assemblages and formulations is 
critical.  
 
In particular, identifying the site and role of affective organic being-ness in the midst of a 
(social) mediascape that seems overtly driven to erase it, offers interesting challenges to 
those exploring phenomenal material relations and agential functions. Furthermore, probing 
the new within new materialist theories and practices—as  in the new media critical investigations 
of late 20th century and early 21st century culture stemming from the influence of Internet-
based technologies—necessitates  other performative models of engagement. New materialist 
theorists Karen Barad (in Meeting the Universe Halfway) and Vicki Kirby (in Quantum 
Anthropologies), for example, identify this model as a kind of thinking with phenomena, 
encouraging embodied critical models that avoid theorizing as a spectator sport intended to 
privilege exteriority from phenomena and assert human exceptionalism.         
 
In an effort to create an active and applied performative method for engaging affective 
materiality, I am currently developing a collaborative research project that brings a classic 
literary text (Herman Melville’s 1851 Moby-Dick) in conversation with contemporary mixed 
reality media and social media technologies. Using the literary text as an inspirational base 
text, I am working with my colleagues to explore ways to re-map the novel onto physical sites 
and locations, including my current residence in a small town in southern Sweden, using 
digital media and performative new material disruptions. Re-mapping (figuratively and 
literally) the classic Romantic text in/as a collective contemporary digital (con)text, I argue, 
continues a tradition of embodied innovation initiated by Melville, but continued in the 
theoretical traditions of contemporary posthumanities studies.  
 
In my proposed presentation, I will discuss the (new) material theoretical basis for my 
intervention as well as demonstrate elements of the project meant to stimulate and entangle 
phenomenal being-ness beyond representational models and to challenge the newness of 
such intra-actions.  Bringing the 19th century whaling adventure into 21st century contexts 
offers navigational challenges to see (sea) the ontological phenomenal challenges looming on 
the horizon. Thar she blows…       
 


